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We introduce the notion of a dynamical topological order parameter (DTOP) that characterises
dynamical quantum phase transitions (DQPTs) occurring in the subsequent temporal evolution of
two dimensional closed quantum systems, following a quench (or ramping) of a parameter of the
Hamiltonian, which generalizes the notion of DTOP introduced in Budich and Heyl, Phys. Rev.
B 93, 085416 (2016) for one-dimensional situations. This DTOP is obtained from the “gauge-
invariant” Pancharatnam phase extracted from the Loschmidt overlap, i.e., the modulus of the
overlap between the initially prepared state and its time evolved counterpart reached following a
temporal evolution generated by the time-independent final Hamiltonian. This generic proposal is
illustrated considering DQPTs occurring in the subsequent temporal evolution following a sudden
quench of the staggered mass of the topological Haldane model on a hexagonal lattice where it stays
fixed to zero or unity and makes a discontinuous jump between these two values at critical times at
which DQPTs occur.
Recent experimental advances in realisation of closed
condensed matter systems via cold atoms [1–3] in optical
lattices, especially studies of the real time evolution of
closed quantum systems in cold atomic gases [4] have re-
sulted in an upsurge in related theoretical works. The ex-
perimental investigations focus on intriguing dynamical
phenomena like prethermalization [5–7], light-cone like
propagation of quantum correlations [8], light-induced
non-equilibrium superconductivity and topological sys-
tems [9, 10] and many-body localization in disordered
interacting systems [11]. In parallel, there have been nu-
merous theoretical attempts to explore e.g., the growth of
entanglement entropy following a quench [12], thermal-
ization [13], light-induced topological matters [14, 15],
dynamics of topologically ordered systems [16–18], pe-
riodically driven closed quantum systems [19–22] and
many body localization [23, 24]. (For review, we refer
to [25–29].)
The proposal of a DQPT was put forward by Heyl
et al. [30], in close connection to a thermal phase transi-
tion in an equilibrium classical system; the latter can be
detected, as proposed by Fisher [31] (See also, [32, 33]),
by analyzing the zeros of the canonical partition func-
tion in a complex temperature plane (or in a complex
magnetic field [32]). In DQPTs, on the other hand, non-
analytic behavior occurs at critical times in the subse-
quent real time evolution (following the quench) gener-
ated by the time independent final Hamiltonian; these
non-equilibrium transitions can be analyzed by locating
the zeros of the “dynamical” partition function general-
ized to the complex time plane. It is noteworthy that
Fisher (or Yang-Lee) zeros have been experimentally ob-
served within a central field where a qubit is coupled to
the bath in such a way that it experiences an effective
complex magnetic field [34].
Let us first elaborate on the basic notion of a DQPT
focussing on the sudden quenching of a one dimen-
sional model and treating the overlap amplitude or the
Loschmidt overlap (LO) as the analogue of the “parti-
tion” function. Denoting the ground state of the initial
Hamiltonian as |ψ0〉 and the final Hamiltonian reached
through the quenching process as Hf , the Loschmidt
overlap is defined as G(t) = 〈ψ0|e−iHf t|ψ0〉. General-
izing G(t) to G(z) defined in the complex time (z) plane,
one can introduce the notion of a dynamical free energy
density, f(z) = − limL→∞ lnG(z)/L, where L is the lin-
ear dimension of the system. One then looks for the zeros
of the G(z) (or non-analyticities in f(z)) to define a dy-
namical phase transition. For a transverse Ising chain, it
has been observed [30] that when the system is suddenly
quenched across the quantum critical point (QCP), the
lines of Fisher zeros cross the imaginary time axis at in-
stants t∗n; at these instants the rate function of the return
probability defined as I(t) = − ln |G(t)|2/L shows sharp
non-analyticities. Several subsequent studies [35–52] es-
tablished that similar DQPTs are observed for sudden
quenches across the QCP for both integrable and non-
integrable models. DQPTs have also been observed when
the final state that evolves with the final Hamiltonian is
prepared through a slow ramping of a parameter of the
Hamiltonian [47, 53]. We note in the passing that the
rate function I(t) is related to the Loschmidt echo which
has been studied in the context of equilibrium quantum
phase transition and associated dynamics [54–64].
These studies of DQPTs have been generalized to two-
dimensional systems [44, 45] (where Fisher zeros usu-
ally form an area in the complex z-plane) and non-
analyticities are manifested in I ′(t), i.e., the time-
derivative of I(t) (and not in I(t) itself). However, in
the context of the topological Haldane model, it has also
been established that an effective one-dimensional be-
haviour emerges when the quasi-momentum dependent
Haldane mass term vanishes [65] and FZs form lines as
in the one-dimensional situation with non-analyticities in
I(t) itself.
Remarkably, in Ref. [46], it was established for the
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2first time that there exists a dynamical topological or-
der parameter (DTOP) which can characterize DQPTs
those occur following a sudden quench of one-dimensional
integrable models; subsequently, in Ref. [47], a similar
DTOP was proposed to characterize DQPTs those occur
following slow quenches in similar models. This DTOP is
expressed in terms of the Pancharatnam geometric phase
(PGP) associated with the LO. The existence of a DTOP
emphasizes the emergence of a topological structure asso-
ciated with the temporal evolution of a quenched system.
The essential and non-trivial question that we address
in this paper is whether the DQPTs in two-dimensional
models, reflected in the time derivative of the rate func-
tion I(t), can also be characterized by a DTOP obtained
from the gauge-independent form of the Pancharatnam’s
phase extracted from the LO defined above. This ques-
tion has gained importance following the experimental
detection of DQPTs following a sudden quench of Hal-
dane like models [66].
To address the question raised above, we refer to a two-
dimensional model, which can be decoupled to two-level
systems for each momentum mode ~k (for example, the
topological Haldane model), and assume that the sys-
tem is initially prepared in the ground state (|ψ0〉) of
the initial Hamiltonian Hi(λi); the parameter λ is sud-
denly changed from λi to λf while the state of the sys-
tem stays frozen in the state |ψ0〉. For the wave vector
~k, the state |ψ0〉 can be decomposed in the eigenbasis of
the final Hamiltonian H(λf ) as |ψ0~k〉 = v~k|1
f
~k
〉+ u~k|2f~k〉,
with |u~k|2 + |v~k|2 = 1: here, |1fk〉 and |2fk〉 are the
ground and the excited states of the Hamiltonian H~k(λf )
with energy eigenvalues −f~k and 
f
~k
, respectively. We
shall then study the evolution of the state |ψ0~k〉 with
the final Hamiltonian H~k(λf ); the Loschmidt overlap,
L~k = 〈ψ0~k | exp(−iH~k(λf )t)|ψ0~k〉 for the ~k-th mode is im-
mediately written in the form
L~k(t) = |v~k|2 exp(if~kt) + |u~k|
2 exp(−if~kt). (1)
Generalizing to the complex time (z) plane and defining
the dynamical partition function G(z) =
∏
~kG~k(z) =∏
~k〈ψ0k | exp(−H~k(λf )z)|ψ0k〉 one can then immediately
find the the Fisher zeros (i.e., the zeros of G(z)) given
by:
zn(~k) =
1
2fk
[
ln
( |u~k|2
1− |u~k|2
)
+ ipi(2n+ 1)
]
, (2)
where n = 0,±1,±2, · · · . These Fisher zeros form dense
areas in the complex plane (in the thermodynamic limit)
as long as they are explicit functions of kx and ky.
These areas (usually generated following a sudden quench
across a quantum critical point) may cut the real axis for
modes ~k∗ such that |u~k∗ |2 = 1/2, at those instants of real
time given by
t∗n =
1
2f~k∗
{pi(2n+ 1)}. (3)
where ~k∗ (i.e., k∗x and k
∗
y) can take a continuous set of
values in the thermodynamic limit. At the instants of
time when the boundary points of the area corresponding
to one sector of FZ (i.e., one particular n), determined by
maximizing and minimizing fk∗ , in Eq. (3) over allowed
values of ~k∗, touch the real time axis, the time derivative
of the rate function of the return probability I(t)
I(t) = −
∫ pi
0
d2k
(2pi)2
ln
(
1 + 4|u~k|2(|u~k|2 − 1) sin2 f~kt
)
.
(4)
exhibit cusp singularities. This scenario has been estab-
lished analyzing the DQPTs those occur following a sud-
den quench of the staggered mass of the Haldane model
from the non-topological phase to the topological phase
[44] as long as the Haldane mass of the model is non-zero
[65].
Expressing the Loschmidt overlap in Eq. (1) in the
form L~k(t) = |r~k(t)| exp(iφ~k(t)), we find
φ~k(t) = tan
−1 {(v~k|2 − |u~k|2) tan(~kt)} . (5)
To arrive at the gauge-independent form of the geometric
phase φG~k (t), which is defined in the ray (density matrix)-
space, we subtract from φ~k, the corresponding dynamical
phase φdyn~k
(t) = − ∫ t
0
ds〈ψ0~k(s)|Hf |ψ0~k(s)〉 = (|v~k|2 −
|u~k|2)f~kt in the form φG~k (t) = φ~k(t) − φ
dyn
~k
(t). With a
purpose to define DTOP that characterises the DQPTs
occurring in two-dimensional models, we write:
ν(t) =
1
2pi
∮
EBZ
dkx
∂
∂kx
[∮
dky
∂φG~k (t)
∂ky
]
(6)
where ν(t) is the dynamical topological invariant or
DTOP and the integration over kx spans over the effec-
tive Brillouin zone (EBZ) defined later. Although the
exclusion of the dynamical phase from the total phase
is essential to render φG gauge invariant, the closed
integral of the partial derivative of the dynamical phase
over the BZ along ky (and the EBZ along kx) vanishes
and does not contribute to the DTOP due to the absence
of any singularity in the dynamical phase. We would
also like to emphasize here that the DTOP (Eq. 6)
defined here for two-dimensional systems is indeed a
non-trivial generalisation of the DTOP proposed by [46]
for one dimensional systems.
We emphasise that the PGP becomes singular at
Fisher zeros as the total phase φ~k(t) in Eq. 5 is ill de-
fined at critical times. Now, to define a DTOP, we con-
sider a ky non-trivial homological circle at every point
3kx in the BZ and compute the closed integral
∮
dky
∂φG~k
∂ky
over the same circle to obtain φGkx . If φ
G
~k
= φG(kx, ky)
is a discontinuous function at the boundary point of
the ky circle, i.e, φ
G (kx, ky(l→ 0)) 6= φG (kx, ky(l→ 1))
(where l ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that parametrizes the
homological circle along ky at each kx), φ
G
~k
displays
some 2pi-discontinuous jumps along the ky circle yield-
ing φG(kx, ky) = 2piΘ(ky − kcy) + φ˜G(kx, ky), where kcy is
the critical ky mode for a fixed kx, Θ is the Heaviside step
function, and φ˜G(kx, ky) is a continuous function over the
BZ. Thus, computing the derivative and performing the
integration of
∂φG~k
∂ky
along the ky non-trivial homological
circle of the torus counts the number of these 2pi jumps
as the ky circle gets spanned. φ
G
kx
=
∮
dky
∂φG~k
∂ky
, as is
easily observed, is pinned to zero at the TRIM points
of the BZ (along kx) and therefore, we again take the
partial derivative of 12piφ
G
kx
along kx and integrate this
along the homological circle closed between two succes-
sive TRIM points along kx (thus defining an effective
kx BZ), resulting in a topological number that changes
at the boundaries of the real time axis where the FZs
cross. Once again, this can be understood by expressing
φGkx = φ
G(kx) = 2piΘ(kx − kcx) + φ˜G(kx) where kcx is the
critical kx mode, and again φ˜
G(kx) is a continuous func-
tion over the EBZ. The derivative detects the presence of
a jump between φG(kx) and φ
G(kx+dkx), and finally the
integral over the effective kx-BZ counts the total number
of jumps giving rise to a quantised topological order pa-
rameter capable of detecting the DQPTs.
To illustrate the claim, we consider the 2D topological
Haldane model [67] on a hexagonal lattice; within the pe-
riodic boundary condition one can work with the equiv-
alent 2× 2 Hamiltonian in the pseudospin basis parame-
tried by quasi-momentum (kx, ky) to yield,
H(~k) =
(
h3(~k) h1(~k) + ih2(~k)
h1(~k)− ih2(~k) −h3(~k)
)
(7)
where h3(~k) = M +MH(~k) with MH(~k) being the quasi-
momentum dependent Haldane mass and M is the stag-
gered (Semenoff) mass [68]. We employ a sudden quench-
ing scheme in which the staggered mass is changed from
an initial value Mi = 3 to a final value Mf = 1 so that
the model, initially in the non-topological phase (with
Chern number C = 0), is quenched to the topological
phase with C = 0 and analyze the subsequent temporal
evolution of the DTOP defined in Eq. (6) in connection
to the DQPTs. (We refer to the Appendix B of ref.65 for
an elaborate discussion on associated DQPTs.)
Referring to Fig. 2(a), we find the areas of FZs in-
deed cut the real axis; the boundary points for the sector
n = 0 touch the real time axis at t−0 and t
+
0 while, as
predicted by Eq. (3), boundary points corresponding to
FIG. 1: (Color online) The rhomboidal Brillouin zone (BZ)
that we have chosen in this paper is illustrated for a 10× 10
system. The Dirac points are shown in black (biggest dots)
while other small dots represent the points of the BZ. The four
corner points and the highest symmetry point at the centre
(with co-ordinates (2pi/3, 0)) marked by dots of medium size
are time reversal invariant momentum (TRIM) points where
MH(k) = 0; while the left corner point (0, 0) (in green) and
the central point (in cyan) are included in the BZ, other TRIM
points (in red) are not. The EBZ along kx used in Eq. (6)
is actually along the ky = 0 line from kx = 0 to kx =
2pi
3
whereas, the BZ along ky is the circle closed between −
√
3kx
to
√
3kx.
the sector n = 1 occur at instant t−1 = 3t
−
0 and t
+
2 = 3t
+
0 ;
the time-derivative I ′(t) also exhibit cusp singularities at
these instants t±n as shown in Fig. 2(b). What is fasci-
nating is that the DTOP jumps from zero to identity at
every instant t+n and jumps from identity to zero at every
t−n . We reiterate that the instants t
−
n (t
+
n ) are derived by
maximizing (minimizing) k∗ over the allowed values of
k∗ for a given n.
Question that needs to be addressed here concerns
what causes the discontinuous jumps in the DTOP of
unit magnitude at t−n and t
+
n . The DTOP essentially
counts the singularities it encounters at each instant of
time t. Thus, it stays at zero before the first singularity
is encountered at t−n , where it jumps to 1 and remains
pinned at 1 till it goes on encountering singularities upto
t+n . Since, there are no singularities in the LOA within
the time interval between t+n and t
−
n+1 , the DTOP goes
to zero and remains there till it again hits the next zone
of singularities at t−n+1.
In short, we have proposed an emerging topological
structure in the subsequent temporal evolution of a two
dimensional quenched quantum system; this structure
is characterised by a topological invariant, namely, the
DTOP which is pinned to integer values and remarkably
detects the singularities associated with corresponding
DQPTs. Our claim is established studying the temporal
4(a) (b)
FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) Fisher zeros for sectors n = 0 and n = 1, in the complex z-plane following a sudden quench
of the staggered mass of the Haldane model from the non-topological phase to the topological phase. The FZs form areas
which cut the imaginary (real time) axis. The temporal evolution of the DTOP which is superimposed on the same curve
makes a discontinuous jump at the boundary point of the areas. (b) At these boundary points, the derivative of the return
probability I ′(t) (scaled by 0.5 to show the exact correspondence with ν(t)) also exhibit non-analyticities (cusp singularities)
clearly marking the presence of a DQPT.
evolution and corresponding DQPTs occurring in a two-
dimensional topological Haldane model following a sud-
den quench from the non-topological phase to the topo-
logical phase where ν(t) is pinned to either zero or unity.
However, it should be emphasized that the results we
present are independent of the quenching scheme or the
model.
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